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This is the Second Section
First, a heartfelt thanks to all those who are working to get us through this epic time: Doctors, Nurses, PAs, EMS and EMT folk and
those who support them, including the assistants, custodians, janitors, those working in the laundries and all of their their families who
they may have to stay separate from.
Also, to a second group of workers with out whose efforts, we would all be in an even more difficult situation, grocery store clerks and
stockers, those serving us in other essential retail stores as well as public safety personal, truck drivers, public transport drivers and
their upport crews, airline crews and railroad workers. And to those in government who have had to make difficult and sometimes
controversial decisions and all those working in medical research. And especially, to all those involved in cleaning and keeping safe all
the places people need to be!

O Gauge US Army, WWII hospital car.

As a result of the current situation, the NMRA National Convention in St. Louis has had to be cancelled. Some of those working on it
have had to deal with the virus, others had to pull out of opening up their home layouts and many of the businesses that would be
involved in planning and putting together the Convention are closed for the duration.

Brass, HO Hospital car.

From Andy Keeney:
I’m working on another sedimentary rock wall at the tunnel portal over the area of the passenger station. Bob Steven's
found the material that I'm using as Lowes. It is concrete expansion joint boards made impart, of wood fiber.
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1. Shows how Andy breaks up
the joint board.
2. Stacked pieces of the joint
board.
3. The wall in position in front of
the tunnel portal.
4. The wall with a primer coat
applied.
5. A base coat is applied.x
6. The wall with a primer coat
applied.
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Backdrop Scenery Painting.
This is the same process that Pete Magoun taught us at a clinic he presented. I'm very happy with the outcome. Note that I have been
building scenery in front of the backdrop and using the same acrylic tube paint to put a base of varying greens on the scenery base
layer.
The process that I am now using for scenery is quilt batting glhed to foam board with white glue. After it dries, I put a heavy coat of
cheap flat brown latex house paint. The idea is to flatten the batting down. After the brown dries, you have a good dirt base to start
from. That is when I discovered that I could do that with the same paints I use for the backdrop and it creates an almost seamless
blend to the backdrop.

Rich Mahanney sent a number of photos from the Toledo area. This page shows the NYC/PC/CR/NS Maumee River bridge.

Switching engines inside of a floor mill on the river, old Nabisco Mill.

Port of Toledo locomotives, one of which is a little far from its home, the Heart of Texas RR.

Ex NKP (Clover Leaf) Waterville, OH Station.
Now on the tourist line, Toledo, Lake Erie & Western.

Cold Storage Terminal, once served by rail. Down the st. from TUS.

Toledo Union Station Platform Umbrella Sheds

A view of the former ARMCO from the I 280 Bridge @ the former W&LE dock

Important things that the Editor has been working on, besides the yard, the honey do list, organizing, taxes and the like.

The bird house was stripped & repainted & rehung.
I’m not aware of any new residents yet.
Another project was doing the annual inventory of cars and locomotives. This is both on a data base and photographically.
Last year’s inventory had significant differences with what I had, listing items I don’t have and not listing things I have.
Go figure.

The next project was applying some of my stock of decals and dry transfers to my stock of undecorated cars.

Above: Model Railroader included decals in the magazine for one of their project railroads.

N scale decals from the 2005 NMRA convention in Cincinnati.

This was a kit I had kicking around for a long while. The TSBy had picked up
a bunch that they did a patch job on the reporting marks.
Before I got around to it on the model, the TSBy was history.
Somewhere, I misplaced the roof walk but had an etched metal one handy.

Dry Transfers. The car above was the first one I did and I used the wrong
tool. It will have to be heavily weathered. The was an NKP predecessor road.
Below, this one is a little better.

There are still a number of other cars to do. Somehow, when prepping them
for paint, I carefully removed and stored the underframes for all of them.
I’d sure like to know where I put them.

Last year I got into a stock car buying binge. I picked this St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern car up at the Novi show. It had the old split plastic
kingpins that I had to rebuild for MicroTrains trucks. It still needs weathering.

I need to retro fit some Bluepoint switch machines to various spots on the
layout. This is as far as I’ve gotten so far.

I’ve also been working on some structure kits that have been kicking around for a while, either unbuilt or unfinished.

A Bar Mills N scale kit.
I picked this up at the last train show I attended. The Esso Tiger comes from
my first gas credit card from while I was at college. Dad worked for Esso
International’s Tanker Division at the time.

This is a Woodland Scenics kit that has been sitting on the layout in primer
paint for years.

This Faller Factory kit has been sitting under the layout for
years. It hasn’t even been listed in the Walthers catalog
for years. it has several hundred pieces. Although it has a
very European look, I have a photo of a building with
similar style brick work over in Belding, so it is not out of
line on a USA layout. The project is obviously, still a work
in progress.

I’ve also been working through my backlog of books, both the RR books acquired from estates and steamship books from my father’s library.

The Caboose Page

Andy asked that this be forwarded to all.

This is a Walther’s Caboose model, but the safety slogan seems appropriate
for the times.

Since our conventions are being cancelled a group of our
fellow NMR members have created this virtual online 2 day
convention for us to enjoy at no cost.

From Andy:
Forward this to our members and invite them to join the Division 6
Facebook page if they are interested.

This is a free 2 day online convention with clinics and layout
tours. Even if you are not interested in Facebook itself, it
will be worth your while to signup so you can attend. You
can get more info from this link and on the NMRA website.

Div 5 Officers, I would be up for creating a page for our division.
Your thoughts?

https://www.nmra.org/news/nmra-x-virtual-facebookconvention-april-2020
An Editorial Note.
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Please continue to send
me updates as to your
modeling efforts as well
as any other model
railroad and/or railfan
items of interest.
I’ll plan on sending out
another newsletter is 6
weeks or so and
bulletins as they’re sent
to me.

With time on our hands during this troublesome time,
it might be a good time to start making lists for when our time
comes, to make it easier on our families with regards to our
hobby.
Inventory lists of:
Locomotives
Cars
Electronics
Structures
Kits & rolling stock still in boxes
Tools
Books & magazines
Photos, slides & digital images
Signs, lanterns, switch keys & other railroadiana
Railroad paper, tickets, rule books, timetables and so forth.
Etc.
Indicate where you would like things to go, family members,
friends, clubs, museums, historical organizations, etc.
In the case of museums and historical organizations, planning for
a bequest to support their cataloging the items is a good idea
Anyhow, stay safe everyone.

